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ABSTRACT
We investigate the 1/f noise of the Five-hundred-meter Aperture Spherical Telescope (FAST) receiver system using drift-scan
data from an intensity mapping pilot survey. All the 19 beams have 1/f fluctuations with similar structures. Both the temporal
and the 2D power spectrum densities are estimated. The correlations directly seen in the time series data at low frequency f
are associated with the sky signal, perhaps due to a coupling between the foreground and the system response. We use singular
value decomposition (SVD) to subtract the foreground. By removing the strongest components, the measured 1/f noise power
can be reduced significantly. With 20 modes subtraction, the knee frequency of the 1/f noise in a 10-MHz band is reduced to
1.8 × 10−3 Hz, well below the thermal noise over 500-s time-scale. The 2D power spectra show that the 1/f-type variations
are restricted to a small region in the time-frequency space and the correlations in frequency can be suppressed with SVD
modes subtraction. The residual 1/f noise after the SVD mode subtraction is uncorrelated in frequency, and a simple noise diode
frequency-independent calibration of the receiver gain at 8-s interval does not affect the results. The 1/f noise can be important
for H I intensity mapping, we estimate that the 1/f noise has a knee frequency (fk) ∼ 6 × 10−4 Hz, and time and frequency
correlation spectral indices (α) ∼ 0.65, (β) ∼ 0.8 after the SVD subtraction of 30 modes. This can bias the H I power spectrum
measurement by 10 per cent.

Key words: methods: data analysis – methods: statistical – cosmology: observation – large-scale structure of Universe.

1 IN T RO D U C T I O N

The 21-cm line of the neutral hydrogen (H I) is an important probe
for a wide range of astrophysical processes, such as star formation
history (Schmidt 1959; Kennicutt 1998; Bigiel et al. 2010; Krumholz
2012), galaxy dynamics (Mundell & Shone 1999; Lelli, Verheijen &
Fraternali 2014), and environmental dependence (Oosterloo et al.
2010; Jones et al. 2016), as well as tracing the cosmic large-
scale structure (Morales & Wyithe 2010; Pritchard & Loeb 2012;
Furlanetto et al. 2019; Liu & Shaw 2020). Compared with optical
survey, the 21-cm line provides a good alternative way of tracing
large-scale structure in the radio wavelength. A number of H I surveys
have been carried out, e.g. the HIPASS survey (Meyer et al. 2004;

� E-mail: xuelei@cosmology.bao.ac.cn

Zwaan et al. 2004), and the ALFALFA survey (Giovanelli et al. 2005,
2007; Saintonge 2007), and JVLA deep survey (Jarvis et al. 2014).
However, limited by the sensitivity of the telescopes, the redshift
range of these surveys are much smaller than the current optical
surveys.

It has also been proposed that the large-scale structure can be
more efficiently mapped at low angular resolution by applying the
intensity mapping (IM) method (Chang et al. 2008). A number of such
experiments are underway, such as Tianlai (Chen 2012; Xu, Wang &
Chen 2015; Wu et al. 2020; Li et al. 2020b), CHIME (Bandura et al.
2014; Newburgh et al. 2014), and HIRAX (Newburgh et al. 2016),
as well as the specially designed single dish experiment BINGO
(Battye et al. 2012, 2016). This technique may also be applied to
the new generation of general purpose radio telescopes, such as the
MeerKAT (Santos et al. 2017) and the Square Kilometer Array (SKA;
Santos et al. 2015) in the Southern hemisphere, and the Five-hundred-
meter Aperture Spherical Telescope (FAST; Nan et al. 2011) in the
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Northern hemisphere. For forecasts of the FAST H I IM survey, see
e.g. Bigot-Sazy et al. (2016) and Hu et al. (2020).

In a radio observation, the time stream data d(t, ν) can be modelled
as

d(t, ν) = Tin(t, ν)G(t, ν) + n(t, ν), (1)

where Tin(t, ν) is the input temperature, G(t, ν) is the power gain of
the system, and n(t, ν) is the receiver noise. If we use an overbar to
define the time averaged quantities, to first order, the varying part
δd (t, ν) ≡ d(t, ν)/d̄(ν) − 1 is given by

δd (t, ν) ≈ δTin(t, ν)

T̄in(ν)
+ δG(t, ν)

Ḡ(ν)
+ n(t, ν)

T̄in(ν)Ḡ(ν)
. (2)

The input signal, the variations in the gain, and the noise all give rise
to variations of the data.

It has long been noted that for electronic devices, besides the
thermal noise which in the range of interest behaves as white noise,
there is also a time-correlated noise, often referred to as the 1/f
noise or flicker noise, which has also been found to be present in
the spectrum of a wide variety of systems (for a brief review of
its research history, see e.g. Milotti 2002). In many cases involving
electronic circuits, the 1/f noise may originate from the fluctuations of
the amplifier gain. Such fluctuations leave long-range correlations in
time, and in sky survey, it may contaminate the final intensity map.
For cosmic microwave background (CMB) experiments (Janssen
et al. 1996), several methods have been explored to suppress the 1/f
noise (Maino et al. 2002; Seiffert et al. 2002; Keihänen et al. 2004;
Kurki-Suonio et al. 2009; Sutton et al. 2010). For H I IM survey, the
effect of 1/f noise has been analysed through simulations (Bigot-Sazy
et al. 2015; Harper et al. 2018; Chen et al. 2020). Bigot-Sazy et al.
(2015) presented simulations of single-dish observations including
an instrument noise model with 1/f and white noise, and sky emission
with a diffuse Galactic foreground and H I emission. They found
that using the principal component analysis (PCA), one can remove
1/f noise contamination down to the thermal noise level. In Harper
et al. (2018), the power spectral density of the gain fluctuations are
modelled as a power law, and characterized by parameters α and
β (will be defined in equations 6 and 8). The degree of 1/f noise
frequency correlation was found to be critical to the success of H I

IM experiments. Using the current component separation techniques,
the removal is easier for the case with small value of β (β <

0.25). In Chen et al. (2020), the impact of the 1/f noise on SKA
cosmological parameter measurement is forecasted with the Fisher
matrix formalism.

Recently, Li et al. (2020a) developed a 1/f noise power spectrum
density parametrization, and measured the power spectrum density
of the 1/f noise for the MeerKAT receiver system using the data of a
tracking observation. They applied the singular value decomposition
(SVD) to the data set to remove the external temperature fluctuations
from the sky variations and recovered the system induced 1/f noise
power spectrum density. The result shows that the system induced
1/f-type variations are well under the thermal noise fluctuations over
the time-scale of a few hundred seconds.

Here, we measure the 1/f noise using the data collected in the FAST
drift-scan IM experiment. The layout of this paper is as follows.
In Section 2, we describe our observation data. In Section 3, we
present our data processing pipeline, including flagging, bandpass
normalization, SVD and gap filling; we also introduce the model for
describing the 1/f noise, and measure the temporal and 2D power
spectrum density of FAST 1/f noise. In Section 4, we present the
results and quantify the 1/f noise influences on H I power spectrum

Figure 1. The beams of the FAST L-band 19-beam receiver (see Jiang et al.
2020 for details). The beams are arranged in two concentric hexagonal rings
around the central beam. The beams are labelled with numbers. The coloured
area shows the full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the beam at redshift
zero for H I observation (∼3 arcmin). The drift scan direction is paralleled to
the symmetry axis of the hexagon.

by simulations. In Section 5, we discuss the results. Finally, we
summarize the results in Section 6.

2 DATA

The FAST has a very large aperture (300 m during operation) and
is equipped with multiple feeds and receivers, ideal for conducting
large surveys. Our observations were carried out with the L-band 19-
beam feed system and the associated cryogenic receiver. The feeds
are arranged in two concentric hexagonal rings around the central
one (Li et al. 2018). Fig. 1 shows the FAST L-band Array of 19
feed-horns. The feeds are labelled with numbers for clarity.

In this work, we use data collected by the FAST H I IM pilot
experiment during the risk-shared observations made in 2019 May.
Five strips spanning 125◦ < RA < 325◦ and 25.◦4 < Dec. < 26.◦7
are drift scanned in five consecutive days (27–31 May). Each strip is
observed for 13.3 h. The frequency ranges from 1.0 to 1.5 GHz. We
shall use the third-day (May 29) data for most of our analysis, though
we have checked that the other days give similar results. This data set
has a time resolution of 0.1 s, and a frequency resolution of 7.63 kHz.
Considering our scientific objectives and computing capacity, we
further re-bin the data into time and frequency resolution of 1.0 s and
0.2 MHz. For the calibration, the built-in noise diode of the feed is
fired on for 1 s in every 8 s. During this pilot survey, we have tried
both low (1 K) and high (10 K) setting for the noise diode effective
temperature, though for the data analysed here (collected May 29), it
is the former case. For comparison, the system temperature is about
20 K. We use the data when the noise diode is off to measure the 1/f
noise, and fill in the gaps through interpolation (see Section 3).

Fig. 2 shows the raw (upper panel) and bandpass normalized (lower
panel) frequency spectra of the FAST data for the 19 beams, each with
one curve. The bandpass shape is normalized by dividing the time-
averaged data. The Radio Frequency Interference (RFI) dominates
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1/f noise 2899

Figure 2. The raw (upper panel) and bandpass normalized (lower panel)
frequency spectra for the 19 feeds of the FAST L-band multibeam receiver
feeds. The raw spectra are obtained by taking the time average of the raw
data (in ADC units) through the whole time of observation. The bandpass
normalized spectra are the medians of the spectra which are normalized by the
time-averaged data. The two polarizations are shown in the top and bottom
subpanel. In order to show the RFI more clearly, a 1.3–1.35 GHz zoom-in sub
figure is also shown in each panel.

the frequency range from 1.15 to 1.3 GHz, as well as the the range
beyond 1.45 GHz. In the range of 1.05–1.15 GHz, there are also
many smaller peaks due to chronically present RFI. A 1.3–1.35 GHz
zoom-in subfigure is also shown, where the small peaks are also
due to RFI. The receiver response drops at the two ends of the
frequency band. Considering the data quality, we only use the data
in the frequency range of 1.3–1.45 GHz, which is relatively clean.
The bandpass normalized spectra show there are some chronically
present RFI, which will all be masked in our pipeline. The peaks at
1420 MHz are from the Galactic neutral hydrogen.

Fig. 3 shows the bandpass normalized time stream data for each of
the 19 feeds. The top panel shows the time stream data obtained
by taking the average of the bandpass normalized power across
frequencies from 1.3 to 1.45 GHz. The spikes along the time stream
data are caused by the transit of celestial radio sources. A few
Channels (the YY polarization of Feed 16 and the XX polarization of
Feed 14) are unstable during this observation. Except for these, the
mean power of each feed varies slowly during the observation. These
variations appear to be nearly synchronous for different beams, they
are probably produced by the sky mean temperature variations.

Besides the variations of sky temperature, we also found the overall
amplitude has some variations during the observing run. Fig. 3 shows
a jump of the signal amplitude at about 16:14 UTC (near midnight
local time) on 2019 May 29th for all beams. We also find a similar
jump in the observing run on 2019 May 28th, but not on 30th. The

Figure 3. Top panels: The frequency-averaged time stream data (bandpass
normalized) of the FAST 19 L-band feeds. The observation on May 29th starts
from 09:02 and ends at 23:14. These time spectra are obtained by taking the
average of the data across frequencies from 1.3 to 1.45 GHz. Bottom panels:
Same as above, but after removing the flagged data.

jumps we found all happened at late night, but not exactly the same
time, and the whole jump took 20–30 min. As we learned, similar
jumps were also found in some other observing runs of FAST. At
present, it is not known what caused such jumps, but these jumps
do not affect our result much, and such variations can be removed
together with the sky variations by subtracting the first SVD mode.

3 DATA PRO CESSING

In the above, we looked at the general behaviour of the raw data,
next we process the data for quantitative analysis. The steps of the
data processing include RFI flagging, bandpass normalization, sky
variations subtraction, and RFI gap filling.

3.1 RFI flagging and bandpass normalization

The RFI flagging is performed along the time axis first. We take
the frequency averaged data, evaluate the root mean square (rms,
σ ) along the time axis, and mask the data points with value greater
than 5.5σ as RFI-contaminated. The data with time stamps within
10 steps (i.e. 10 s) around such RFI points are also masked. Because
the variations of the band baseline across time may affect the rms
estimation, we fit the band baseline during the flagging. The band
baseline is evaluated by averaging the data across frequencies and
then smoothed with a low-pass filter, as realized with the filtfilt
function (Van Rossum & Drake 1995; Virtanen et al. 2020). The
spikes of some strong point sources could also be masked as RFI in
this processing, but for our purpose here it does not matter, as we are
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studying the noise, not the source. We iterate the flagging process, so
that weaker RFI points can be detected with better sensitivity after
the stronger ones are removed. The process is repeated until there is
no more RFI point flagged.

We then perform the flagging along the frequency axis. We
first remove a few frequency channels which are known to be
contaminated by some chronically present RFI. As shown later,
such frequently appeared RFI points induce extra correlations across
frequencies. We then estimate the rms of the time averaged data and
mask the frequencies with values greater than 5.5σ . The frequencies
within 1 MHz to these RFI frequencies are also masked in case they
are contaminated. A total of 17 RFI points in frequency are masked,
which occupies 28 per cent of the frequencies in the band considered
here. The RFI-flagged time-stream data for all 19 feeds is shown in
the bottom of Fig. 3.

As here, we are interested in the fluctuations around the time
average, the absolute flux calibration is not necessary for our analysis.
However, the relative bandpass shape needs to be calibrated. We
normalize the flagged data with the time average

dc(t, ν) = d(t, ν)

〈d(t, ν)〉t . (3)

As the strong point sources have been flagged, this time average is
given by the galactic continuum emission plus unresolved sources in
the surveyed part of the sky. The normalization should calibrate out
the system bandpass gain and mean spectrum features from the sky.

Before we calculate the power spectrum, we also need to fill in
the masked regions and noise-diode-on regions, otherwise they will
introduce unwanted structures in the power spectrum. We first apply
a low-pass filter to the data in order to obtain the band baseline,
and then interpolate the band baseline along the frequency direction
using cubic spline. Finally, we fill in the masked region with Gaussian
white noise, with σ given by the standard deviation of the unmasked
region of the flagged data and the mean value set by the baseline
value obtained by interpolation. We then use similar interpolation
method to fill in the gaps along the time direction. As this affects
only a small fraction of the whole data set, it is unlikely to change
the result significantly.

3.2 Power spectrum

The power spectrum density is estimated via Fourier transform, the
algorithm used is similar to that described in Li et al. (2020a). The
temporal power spectrum density function, Ŝt (f , ν) is estimated by

Ŝt (f , ν) =
∣∣∣∣
√

δt

nt

nt∑
n=1

dt (ν) exp[−2πif nδt]

∣∣∣∣
2

(4)

= σ 2
in

T̄ 2
in

(1 + St (f , ν)), (5)

where f is the temporal frequency (f = 1/t), nt is the number of
time samples, σ 2

in = T 2
in/δν. If we ignore the correlations between

the different frequency channels of the electromagnetic wave, the
temporal power spectrum density function can be modelled as

St (f ) = A

δν
(1 + (fk/f )α), (6)

where A = (Tin/T̄in)2, α is the spectral index, and fk is the knee
frequency, defined as the point where 1/f noise has equal power
as the white noise. Note as shown in equation (6), fk depends on
electromagnetic wave frequency resolution, because the white noise

power is inversely proportional to the square root of the frequency
resolution, ∼ 1/

√
δν.

Taking the electromagnetic wave frequency correlation into con-
sideration, the 2D power spectrum density can be estimated by
Fourier transforming the observed time stream data along both time
and frequency axes. We adopt a simple power-law model

Ŝ(f , τ ) =
∣∣∣∣
√

δtδν

ntnν

nt∑
n=1

nν∑
m=1

exp[−2πi(f nδt + τmδν)]

∣∣∣∣
2

, (7)

where nν is the number of electromagnetic wave frequency samples.
Including frequency correlation, the 2D power spectrum density can
be expressed as

S(f , τ ) = A

(
1 + 1

Kδν

(
fk

f

)α ( τ0

τ

) 1−β
β

)
, (8)

where τ = 1/ν is the spectroscopic frequency, and τ 0 = 1/(nνδν). The
spectral index of the electromagnetic wave frequency correlation is
defined by β with 0 < β < 1. When β = 1, S(f, τ ) is independent of
frequency, and β = 0 means that the 1/f noise is fully correlated in
every frequency channel.

K =
∫

dτ sinc2(πδντ )
( τ0

τ

)(1−β)/β

represents the relation of 1/f noise power and frequency resolution.

3.3 Sky variations subtraction

Besides system noise, the variation of the sky signal in the drift scan
also contributes to the observed 1/f power spectrum. This comes
from the temperature variation of the continuum emission along the
drift-scan path, and it varies synchronously across frequencies.

We apply the SVD to the bandpass normalized data dc (equation 3)
and subtract the sky variations by removing the first few principal
components to obtain the cleaned data dclean

dc = U	V T , dclean =
(

I −
∑

i

uiu
T
i

)
dc, (9)

in which the superscript T indicates the transpose of the matrix; dc

is the bandpass normalized time stream data with array shape of nν

× nt; the columns of U = {u0, u1, ..., unν
} and V = {v0, v1, ..., vnt

}
are the spectroscopic and temporal modes, respectively.

We also consider a sky subtraction method that uses the SVD
modes estimated from the cross correlation of the data from two
feeds observing the same position of the sky. We use the frequency–
frequency covariance matrix for two feeds

Cνν′ =
〈
dc

AdcT

B

〉
= UA	×UT

B , (10)

in which, dc
A and dc

B are the time stream data of feeds A and B; and
the columns of UA and UB are the line-of-sight (LoS) modes of dc

A

and dc
B , respectively

UA = (a1, a2, ..., anν
), UB = (b1, b2, ..., bnν

), (11)

where nν is the number of frequency points of the data. Finally the
cleaned data with N LoS modes removed can be obtained by

dclean
A =

(
I −

N∑
i=1

aia
T
i

)
dc

A, (12)

where I is the identity matrix, i refers to the i-th LoS mode. For
identical A, B, the cross-correlation is reduced to the autocorrelation
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1/f noise 2901

Figure 4. The singular values of autocorrelation (top panels) and cross-
correlation (bottom panels) for each of 19 feeds. The tow polarizations are
shown in the left- and right-hand panels. For the cross-correlation result of
each feed, we only show the singular values of the cross-correlation with its
nearest neighbouring feed in the same horizontal line along scanning direction
as an example. To compare with autocorrelation SVD, the singular values of
cross-correlation SVD are the square root of original values,

√
diag{	×}.

case. In the data processing for a feed, we take its bandpass
normalized time stream data as dc

A and cross-correlate it with the
other feeds in the same line along the scanning direction.

We apply the SVD mode subtraction to the bandpass normalized
time steam data of each feed and polarization. The singular values
for the autocorrelation data of each feed are shown in the top panels
of Fig. 4 in rank order. We can see the first few singular values are
particularly large, but the singular values drop quickly, by more than
an order of magnitude on average for the first 30 modes subtracted.
The singular values eventually reach a flat floor, which indicates the
thermal noise level of the time stream data.

The processed (flagged and bandpass normalized) time stream
data (Feed 1 as an example) with different number of SVD mode
subtraction are shown with the waterfall plot in Fig. 5. The deep
blue lines and strips are the masked regions. The obvious structures
of fluctuations are removed with the subtraction of the major SVD
modes.

After removing the singular modes, we fill in the masked regions
and the noise-diode-on regions. With the first few SVD modes re-
moved, the wide-band structures disappear and the average spectrum
is nearly flat and close to zero. After filling for frequency spectrum
at every time point, we do the same filling in time spectrum at
each frequency point. Finally, the data is ready for power spectrum
analysis. Fig. 6 shows an example of filled frequency spectra for
data at a given time point with the first 1 and 20 SVD modes
removed.

Besides the autocorrelation, we also apply the SVD subtraction
to the cross-correlations of the different feeds. The 19 feeds are
grouped into five east–west rows observing five different stripes
of the sky. The same stripe of sky is observed in turn by multiple
feeds sitting in the same row. We use one feed in each row (Feed

Figure 5. The waterfall plots of the bandpass normalized data after 1 mode
(left-hand panels) or 20 modes (right-hand panels) removed for Feed 1.
The upper row shows the YY polarization and lower row shows the XX
polarization.

Figure 6. An example of the filled frequency spectra at a given time point,
for first 1 and 20 SVD modes removed. The upper and lower row refer to
the YY and XX polarization, respectively. The masked regions (blue points)
are filled with Gaussian white noise. The black dotted lines show the fitted
baseline.

1, Feed 4, Feed 7, Feed 12, and Feed 18, respectively) as dc
A and

the rest of the feeds in the same row as dc
B . Before estimating the

cross-correlation SVD, the time stream data of two feeds are shifted
in the time axis to make the pointing aligned. The singular values
of the cross-correlation SVD are shown in the bottom panels of
Fig. 4. To compare with the autocorrelation, we plot the square
root of the original values,

√
diag{	×}. The singular values of the

cross-correlations decrease more rapidly to the noise floor with �
10 modes. Unlike the autocorrelations, cross-correlations are much
less affected by correlated instrumental noise or gain variations,
and dominated by sky signal. So this result means that the sky
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Figure 7. The frequency averaged temporal power spectra of time stream data cleaned with cross-correlated SVD modes. The top and bottom subpanels are
the YY and XX polarization; From left-hand to the right-hand subpanels, the results are for the cross correlations of Feeds 17, 7, 1, 3, and 11 with its nearest
neighbouring feed along scanning direction, respectively. The dashed lines show the best-fitting temporal power spectrum model of equation (6). The thermal
noise part of these spectra are normalized to 1.

correlation can be subtracted down to the thermal noise fluctuations
with �10 modes. For the autocorrelations, more modes need to be
subtracted to reduce the correlations to the thermal noise level. This
indicates that in the autocorrelations, there are probably more feed-
dependent correlations remaining, which contribute to the 1/f noise
of the system.

4 R ESULTS

4.1 Temporal power spectrum

In the temporal power spectrum analysis, we re-bin the frequency
channels of the SVD-modes-subtracted data to 10-MHz resolution,
corresponding to ∼50 Mpc at 1000 MHz (redshift ∼ 0.42). This
reduces the white noise power level, but the 1/f noise is affected
differently. As we noted earlier, the fk value depends on the channel
width, and the re-binning pushes it to detectable range. The reduction
of the frequency resolution would smooth out the fluctuations along
the line of sight (LoS) on scales smaller than ∼20 h−1 Mpc at z ∼
0, but these small-scale modes are not the focus of cosmological
studies. After the re-binning, we have 15 frequency channels across
a bandwidth of 150 MHz. The temporal power spectrum is estimated
for each feed and polarization. Finally, the mean temporal power
spectra averaged across the 15 frequency channels are presented.
The power spectrum error is estimated from the variations across the
15 frequency channels.

We estimate the temporal power spectrum from the time stream
data, the results for Feeds 17, 7, 1, 3, and 11 are shown for both before
and after cleaning in Fig. 7 with the cross-correlation SVD modes,
and in Fig. 8 with the autocorrelation SVD modes. As can be seen
from these figures, the results for the different feeds are remarkably
similar with each other, and so are the other feeds which are not shown
here. For all feeds, significant 1/f-type noise in the power spectrum

is clearly visible. Even for the all-modes data, which is influenced
mostly by the foreground and gain variations, its temporal power
spectrum is still in 1/f shape. The power spectra at extreme high and
low time-scales are dominated by white noise, while the 1/f-type
power dominates in the middle range.

The measured mean temporal power spectra with different number
of SVD modes subtracted are shown with the error bars in the same
figures in different colours. Obviously, the overall power is reduced
with the SVD subtraction, but there is still correlation power left
at lower f. The dashed lines show the best-fitting temporal power
spectrum model using equation (6).

There is a bump at f ∼ 0.01 Hz in the temporal power spectra of the
XX-polarization data of Feed 1 with lower level of SVD subtraction
(see lower middle panel in Figs 7 and 8). However, the bump is only
found in the XX polarization of Feed 1 time stream data and remains
in the data up-to 30 cross-correlation SVD mode subtraction, but
can be removed with ∼10 autocorrelation SVD mode subtraction.
The bumps are also identified in the analysis of the data from the
other days. In order to investigate whether such bump is due to part
of the bad data during the observation, we look into subsets of the
data. We split the flagged time stream data into three subsets, each
has one-third of the length of time of the original data. We run our
pipeline with these subsets. For each subset calculation, the bumps
are identified again at f ∼ 0.01 Hz and the measured mean temporal
power spectra with more than 15 modes removed are almost the same
with those in Figs 7 and 8. It seems that the bumps arise from the
oscillation of the data across the whole time.

There is a plateau at f � 10−4 Hz (corresponding to the time-
scales� 104 s) for all feeds, with both cross and autocorrelation SVD
subtraction. Such truncation of the power spectrum at lower f-end
might indicate a maximum correlation length of 1/f-type correlation.
However, this measurement of the lower f end may also be affected
by the finite length of available data, which lasts only about 5 × 104 s.
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1/f noise 2903

Figure 8. Same as Fig. 7, but using time stream data cleaned with autocorrelated SVD modes.

With the number of subtracted SVD modes increases from 0 to 30,
the plateau expands from � 4 × 10−5 to � 10−4 Hz.

We then fit the power spectrum using equation (6). Fig. 9 shows the
best-fitting spectral index and the knee frequency of the time stream
data averaged over the feeds, with the cross (left-hand panels) and
autocorrelation (right-hand panels) SVD subtraction, respectively.
The results with different levels of SVD subtraction are shown
with different colours. With the number of SVD modes subtraction
increases from 0 to 30, the spectral index drops from ∼3.0 to ∼1.0
for both the cross and autocorrelation SVD subtraction. The knee
frequency behaves differently for the auto- and cross-correlations.
For cross-correlation SVD subtraction, the knee frequency is reduced
from ∼10−2 to ∼2 × 10−3 with 20 modes subtracted, and stays
at the same level as more modes are subtracted. However, for
autocorrelation, the knee frequency goes down to ∼ 6 × 10−4 Hz
with another 10 more modes subtracted.

The differences can be seen more directly in Fig. 10, where
knee frequency averaged over all 19 feeds are shown in red for
autocorrelation SVD subtraction, and in blue for cross-correlation
SVD subtraction. As the cross-correlation SVD modes subtraction
removes the correlations from the sky variations, the remaining corre-
lations after the subtraction of 20 modes are dominated by the system-
induced 1/f noise, and the knee frequency is ∼2 × 10−3 Hz. Such
system-induced 1/f noise can be further reduced with autocorrelation
SVD modes. With another 10 modes subtracted, the knee frequency
is reduced to ∼6 × 10−4 Hz, indicating that the system-induced 1/f-
type variations are well under the thermal noise fluctuations over
1600 s time-scales. In the rest of the analysis, we focus on the results
with autocorrelation SVD subtraction.

In Fig. 9, we can also find that the best-fitting values of most of
the feeds are similar except the results from Feed 9 XX and Feed
16 YY (the outliers in Fig. 9). Furthermore, we plot the FAST L-
band Array of 19 feed-horns again in Figs 11 and 12, coloured with
the value of the spectral index and the knee frequency, respectively.
Except Feeds 16 and 9, the 1/f-type noise behaviour for most of the

feeds are similar. It seems that there are large fluctuations in the gain
of Feed 16 YY and Feed 9 XX during the observation. Such gain
fluctuations can be reduced by removing a few more SVD modes,
however, it does indicate that corresponding receiver channels have
some abnormal behaviours. We will exclude the Feed 9 XX and Feed
16 YY polarization in the following statistical analysis. In Tables 1
and 2, we list the mean and rms values of the fitting parameters for
the 10 MHz-resolution band of all feeds except Feeds 16 and 9, for
the auto- and cross-correlation SVD subtraction, respectively.

To check how the results depend on the size and the resolution
of the data cube, we have splitted the time stream data into three
subsets, each has equal time length. The analysis for each subset
gives results similar to the whole set. We also re-bin the data into
time resolution of 0.2 and 8s and compare the analysis results. The
differences appear mostly in the first five SVD modes. After the first
five SVD modes are removed the results are similar, though with the
lower time resolution the error is larger. These tests show the results
of our analysis are quite robust.

4.2 2D power spectrum

The 2D power spectrum density is estimated by Fourier transforming
the data along both the time and frequency axes. The Fourier
conjugate variable τ for the frequency ν is called delay. The data
we use here has time and frequency resolution of 1.0 s and 0.2 MHz.
The results for Feed 1 are shown in the contour plots in Fig. 13
as an example. From left- to the right-hand panels, it shows the
2D power spectra with all-modes data and data with 5, 10, 20,
and 30 autocorrelation SVD modes subtracted. The results for the
two polarizations are shown in the upper and lower subpanels,
respectively. The contour levels of 100, 101, 102, and 103 are shown
by solid-white lines. The dashed-white lines show the fitted 2D power
spectra of equation (8) at the same levels as the measurements.

The power spectra are peaked at the low-τ end, which indicates
a strong correlation across the whole frequency channels. There
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2904 W. Hu et al.

Figure 9. The best-fitting spectral index and the knee frequency of temporal power spectrum density with cross-correlation (left-hand panels) and autocorrelation
(right-hand panels) SVD subtraction. The results with different levels of SVD subtraction are shown with different colours.

Figure 10. The best-fitting knee frequency of the temporal power spectrum
density with different levels of SVD subtraction. The results are averaged
over all of the feeds and the rms across the feeds are plotted as error bars, but
with bad feeds excluded. The results with autocorrelation SVD subtraction
are shown in red and the cross-correlation SVD subtraction results are in
blue. The XX polarization is shown using circles with solid lines and the YY
polarization is shown using squares with dashed lines.

are also weak correlations at smaller delay intervals, especially at
τ ∼ 0.2 MHz−1, which may be due to the frequently seen chronical
fixed-frequency RFI. To investigate the impact of such RFI, we ignore
the mask in frequencies and estimate the correlation power of such

Figure 11. The distribution on feeds of the spectral index of the 1/f-type
noise, from the fitting of the temporal power spectra. The XX and YY
polarizations are shown in the lower and upper subpanels. The deployment
and label of feeds are the same as those in Fig. 1.

RFI in frequency with our 2D power spectrum estimator. We found
a peak at the same correlation scales (τ ∼ 0.2 MHz−1) with much
stronger power. Although the correlation power at τ ∼ 0.2 MHz−1

have been significantly reduced after masking such RFI and filling
the gaps by interpolation, the correlations persist in the data. The
correlations left may arise from the residual of the RFI and un-
identified weak RFI, which may have similar correlations to the
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Figure 12. Same as Fig. 11, but for the knee frequency.

ones removed. However, these strongly correlated components can
be removed by subtracting the first several SVD modes. As shown
in the second row of Fig. 13, after 5 SVD modes subtracted, the
power at low τ -end is already highly reduced, and the correlations
across the whole frequency channels are suppressed. With 20 SVD
modes subtracted, the strongest contamination is constrained in low
f–τ space. However, subtraction of fewer SVD modes will still leave
frequency correlations in the estimated power spectra. As discussed
with the temporal power spectrum analysis, the first 20 modes are
dominated by the external correlations from sky.

We also show the corresponding cosmological scales projected to
the f–τ space as the dashed-black lines in Fig. 13. The parallel and
vertical cosmological scale k� and k⊥ can be obtained by

k‖ = 2π
H (z)

c

ν2
obs

ν0
τ, k⊥ = 2π

f

χ (z)u
, (13)

where ν0 = 1420 MHz is the rest-frame frequency for H I emission;
c is the speed of light; νobs is the observing frequency, and u is the
speed of scanning; χ (z) is the comoving distance at redshift z. The
cosmological parameters used here are from Planck Collaboration
VI (2018). We adopt νobs = 1.1 GHz and u = 0.25 arcmin s−1 for
FAST drift scan experiment. With 20 SVD modes subtracted, the
strongest contamination is constrained inside k = 0.05 h Mpc–1.

By fitting equation (8), we obtain the best-fitting values of α and
β, and study how they change with different levels of SVD mode
subtraction. The mean value of the fitting parameters, as well as the
rms over all feeds are listed in the right two columns in Table 1, again
we exclude Feed 9 XX and Feed 16 YY when calculate the statistical
values. The results are also shown in Fig. 14, with the upper and
lower sub-panel for the YY and XX polarizations, respectively. Each
marker shows the best-fitting value for one feed, and different SVD
modes subtractions are shown with different colours as indicated in
the legend.

The best-fitting β values for the data without SVD subtraction are
around ∼0.4, indicating a strong correlation across frequencies. The

β value increases with more modes subtracted, reaching β ∼ 0.8
for 30 SVD modes subtracted, indicating a much weaker correlation
across frequency channels. For the spectral index parameter α, it
goes down from ∼1.3 to ∼0.6 with the SVD subtraction from 0 to
30 modes, indicating weaker 1/f-type noise fluctuations.

While we have mainly presented the results from the analysis of the
data from a single day’s observation, it is worth mentioning that we
also performed analysis for data from other days. Although on each
day the observed sky is slightly different, and there are some changes
in observation parameters (noise-diode power, time and frequency
resolutions), all results are quite consistent and similar, and we obtain
similar values for fitting parameters (α, β, and fk) after the first 20
SVD modes are removed.

4.3 Gain calibration

In the analysis above, we estimated the 1/f noise using the real-time
uncalibrated data. We have also tried to apply the analysis on the
real-time calibrated data, for if the 1/f noise comes mainly from the
fluctuations of the gain, it may be mitigated after the gain calibration.
The built-in noise diode of the FAST receiver is used as a real-time
calibrator to estimate the gain variations, G(t, ν). The noise diode is
turned on for 1 s in every 8 s, with an amplitude of 1 K, which is a
small fraction of the system temperature. The noise diode modulation
is used to calibrate the time variations of the overall gain Ḡ(t)
(i.e. average over the whole frequency band), frequency-dependent
variations are not corrected in this procedure. We then carry out the
same analysis using the calibrated data. However, we find that the
result is little affected. Fig. 15 compares the best-fitting spectral index
and the knee frequency of the real-time uncalibrated data (shown as
filled points in the figure) and calibrated data (shown as empty points)
obtained with the autocorrelation SVD subtraction, and we see the
results are very similar. As the knee frequency is determined by
both the 1/f and white noise, the results indicate that at least for
the simple calibration procedure outlined above, the 1/f noise is not
reduced. Either our calibration is not sufficiently accurate, or the
1/f noise is not primarily associated with the frequency-independent
gain variations. The precision of the calibration procedure is limited,
due to noise or fluctuations in the calibrator signal. It is also possible
that the 1/f noise does not arise simply as the time variations of the
frequency-independent part of the receiver gain which our calibration
procedure corrects, but may have more complicated frequency
dependence.

4.4 Impact on power spectrum measurement

We use a simple simulation to assess how such 1/f noise can affect
cosmological measurement. We start with a set of lognormal mock
maps as the input H I signal, the time stream data are generated by
scanning the mock maps. We assume 100-h observation time for each
feed and split it into 25 drift scans, each with a shift of 10.835 arcmin

Table 1. The mean value of 10-MHz temporal power spectra and 2D power spectra fitting parameters across all feeds except Feed 16 YY and Feed 9 XX, from
autocorrelation foreground subtraction. The errors are the rms of the fitting values across all feeds except Feed 16 YY and Feed 9 XX.

Data fk,10MHz × 102 α1D α2D β2D

XX YY XX YY XX YY XX YY

All modes data 0.62 ± 0.04 0.65 ± 0.03 3.16 ± 0.09 3.15 ± 0.05 1.45 ± 0.06 1.50 ± 0.20 0.40 ± 0.03 0.43 ± 0.02
20 modes removed 0.18 ± 0.05 0.17 ± 0.07 1.08 ± 0.14 1.30 ± 0.20 0.77 ± 0.11 0.78 ± 0.12 0.65 ± 0.07 0.58 ± 0.04
25 modes removed 0.10 ± 0.02 0.11 ± 0.03 1.05 ± 0.18 1.17 ± 0.17 0.72 ± 0.10 0.74 ± 0.10 0.74 ± 0.08 0.63 ± 0.08
30 modes removed 0.06 ± 0.01 0.07 ± 0.02 1.03 ± 0.15 1.12 ± 0.12 0.63 ± 0.10 0.64 ± 0.11 0.84 ± 0.08 0.72 ± 0.10
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2906 W. Hu et al.

Table 2. The mean value of 10MHz temporal power spectra and 2D power spectra fitting parameters across all feeds except Feed 16 YY and Feed 9 XX, from
cross-correlation foreground subtraction. The errors are the r.m.s. of the fitting values across all feeds except Feed 16 YY and Feed 9 XX.

Data fk,10MHz × 102 α1D α2D β2D

XX YY XX YY XX YY XX YY

All modes data 0.62 ± 0.04 0.65 ± 0.03 3.16 ± 0.09 3.15 ± 0.05 1.45 ± 0.07 1.50 ± 0.20 0.40 ± 0.03 0.43 ± 0.02
20 modes removed 0.18 ± 0.07 0.22 ± 0.14 1.11 ± 0.18 1.12 ± 0.23 0.66 ± 0.09 0.67 ± 0.08 0.63 ± 0.05 0.59 ± 0.06
25 modes removed 0.16 ± 0.05 0.16 ± 0.05 1.12 ± 0.18 1.15 ± 0.26 0.64 ± 0.09 0.66 ± 0.08 0.65 ± 0.06 0.61 ± 0.05
30 modes removed 0.15 ± 0.05 0.15 ± 0.04 1.14 ± 0.19 1.15 ± 0.26 0.64 ± 0.09 0.65 ± 0.08 0.66 ± 0.06 0.62 ± 0.05

Figure 13. The 2D power spectra for Feed 1. Upper panels: YY polarization. Lower panels: XX polarization. The levels of 100, 101, 102, and 103 are shown
by solid-white lines. The dashed-white lines show the fitted 2D power spectra’s same levels as measurements.

in Dec. The simulated time stream data cover 60◦ in R.A. and ∼4.◦6
in Dec. We generate the simulated noise for the following cases:
(CASE 0) 20K white noise; (CASE 1) 20 K white noise and 1/f-
type fluctuations, using the noise parameters after subtracting 20
SVD modes from Table 1; (CASE 2) Same as above, except after
subtracting 30 modes.

We calculate the power spectra of the simulated sky with different
noise models, and present the results in Fig. 16. The upper panel
shows the power spectra of each case, the orange dot–dashed line
and grey dashed line are the H I and white noise power spectrum,
respectively. The lower panel presents the relative difference. It
shows that the non-physical structures induced by 1/f-type noise
enlarge the power spectrum. With stronger 1/f noise, the values of
the power spectra are larger. For the 1/f noise with fk ∼ 1.8 × 10−3 Hz,
α ∼ 0.8 and β ∼ 0.6 (parameters from 20 SVD modes removed), the
relative difference is ∼0.25. For the 1/f noise with fk ∼ 6 × 10−4 Hz,
α ∼ 0.65 and β ∼ 0.8 (parameters from 30 SVD modes removed),
the relative difference is ∼0.1. In other words, the 1/f-type noise with
those parameters will enlarge the power spectrum by 10 per cent. For
FAST drift-scan H I survey, the 1/f noise can be suppressed by the
SVD method to a low level, but the influence of 1/f noise can not be
ignored.

5 D ISCUSSIONS

Besides the 1/f noise in the receiver system, the natural variations of
the sky signal in the drift scan also contribute a power-law component
to the fluctuations in the time stream data (Bigot-Sazy et al. 2015).
This is, however, a natural fluctuation in the sky signal itself. In
Section 4, we compared the analysis for 1/f noise from time stream
data cleaned with the cross-correlation and the autocorrelation SVD
modes subtraction. Note that for the cross-correlations, the receiver
noise is largely cancelled, yet we still see nearly the same power
spectrum before subtracting the first 20 SVD modes, this indicates
that the 1/f component from the first 20 SVD modes are dominated
by the external correlations from the sky.

In order to evaluate the sky component, we carry out numerical
simulations. We generate a mock foreground with the global sky
model (GSM; de Oliveira-Costa et al. 2008; Zheng et al. 2017;
Huang, Wu & Chen 2019) and convert it into time stream data
by scanning the mock maps. The data covers a frequency range
from 1050 to 1150 MHz with a resolution of 1 s in time and 1 MHz
in frequency. We have produced two sets of simulations, one is
foreground only, and the other is foreground+noise. The noise here
consists of 20 K white noise and 1/f-type fluctuations simulated using
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Figure 14. The spectral index α and β of the 1/f-type noise, from the fitting
to the 2D power spectra. The XX and YY polarizations are shown in the
lower and upper panels.

the measured noise parameters after 20 modes subtracted, as given
in Table 1.

We run our data processing pipeline to measure the temporal
power spectra for the above two cases, and the results are shown in
Fig. 17. The left-pointing triangle and the diamond symbols show the
foreground+noise case and the purely foreground case, respectively.
For comparison, the temporal power spectra of the all-modes data
from observation is shown as right-pointing triangles. As we can see
from Fig. 17, the “all modes” power spectrum of the simulation
matches the observation at f < 3 × 10−3 Hz, which shows that
the foreground signal makes the major contribution to the 1/f-type
correlations in the data before SVD cleaning. The simulated power
spectrum is suppressed at shorter time-scales than for the actual
observation, which is expected given the limited angular resolution
of the GSM mocks.

However, in the simulation, the foreground power can be reduced
more significantly with SVD mode subtraction. For the simulation,
after only two modes are subtracted, the foreground power spectrum
is well below the the noise level, and the system induced 1/f noise
starts to dominate. Subtractions of additional modes do not reduce
the 1/f noise more significantly.

For the real observation data, ∼20 modes are needed to reduce the
foreground power spectrum down to the noise level, which are many
more than the number of modes needed in the simulation. This is
not surprising, as the simulations necessarily made simplifications to
the instrument effect. Inclusion of more instrumental effects, e.g. the
antenna primary beam, polarization leakage, etc., or more sophis-

Figure 15. Comparison of the knee frequency and spectral index from
temporal power spectrum density for the gain-uncalibrated data and the gain-
calibrated data. The filled/empty points represent the data without/with gain
calibration.

ticate treatment can significantly increase the degree of freedom of
foreground (Cunnington et al. 2020; Matshawule et al. 2020). Thus,
in the real data, there are always many more large modes, which arise
not purely from receiver noise, but also from the coupling of the sky
signal with the system response.

Comparing our results with a similar analysis for a MeerKAT
observation, many more SVD modes need to be subtracted in order
to remove the correlations induced by the sky (Li et al. 2020a). A
possible reason of this is that in that case, the observation was carried
out with a single pointing at the South Celestial Pole (SCP), so
the naturally existing correlations are much simpler, its correlations
can be well removed with two SVD modes subtracted. In this
work, we observed a long strip of sky, which may harbour more
correlations and require more SVD modes to be subtracted to remove
the correlations arising from this.

After the first 20 modes have been subtracted, the remaining
correlations in the data are dominated by the system induced 1/f
noise, and the knee frequency averaged across feeds is reduced to
∼1.8 × 10−3 Hz with rms of 0.5 × 10−3 Hz. The system induced 1/f
noise can be further reduced by subtracting more modes estimated
with the autocorrelation SVD. With 30 modes subtracted, the knee
frequency is reduced to (6 ± 1) × 10−4 Hz. These knee frequency
values are of the same order of magnitude as those for the MeerKAT,
which has fk = 3 × 10−3 Hz at 20-MHz frequency resolution (Li
et al. 2020a). We do not expect the knee frequency to be exactly the
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2908 W. Hu et al.

Figure 16. Upper panel: The power spectra from simulated sky with different
noise injected. The orange dot–dashed line and grey dashed line are the
power spectra of H I sky and white noise, respectively. Lower panel: the
relative difference between the power spectra of H I sky with only white noise
injected and 1/f-type noise injected.

Figure 17. The frequency averaged temporal power spectra of simulated
time stream data cleaned with autocorrelated SVD modes. The left-pointing
triangle refers to the foreground+noise case and the diamond shows the
foreground case. We also present the temporal power spectrum of the all-
modes data from observation in right-pointing triangle. The thermal noise
part of these spectra are normalized to 1. The dashed-black line shows the
value of unit.

same for different receiver systems, but it seems that the 1/f noise
levels in these different systems are of comparable magnitude.

6 SU M M A RY

In this work, we investigate the 1/f noise properties of the FAST
receiver system using drift-scan data from an IM experiment. Both
the temporal power spectrum density and the 2D power spectrum
density are measured. All of the 19 feeds of the L-band system are
analysed for both polarizations. We select the data from an RFI-quiet
part of the frequency band, 1.3∼1.45 GHz, to be processed by our
pipeline. The data is re-binned to 1.0 s and 0.2 MHz resolution in time
and frequency. We process the raw data successively with flagging,
bandpass normalization, SVD, and gap filling, before the final power
spectrum estimation.

We obtain SVD modes from applying both autocorrelations and
cross-correlations to the data set. The results show that, by removing
the strongest components, the 1/f-type correlations in the data can
be reduced significantly. The cross-correlation SVD subtraction
analysis shows that the sky fluctuations dominate the first ∼20 SVD
modes. With first 20 modes subtracted, the knee frequency of the 1/f
noise temporal power spectrum is reduced to 1.8 × 10−4 Hz (for 10-
MHz band), indicating that the system induced 1/f-type variations are
well below the thermal noise fluctuations over 500 s time-scales. The
2D power spectrum shows that the 1/f-type variations are restricted
to a small region in the f–τ space and the correlations in frequency
can be suppressed with SVD modes subtraction.

It is possible that the 1/f-type fluctuations can be further suppressed
by calibrating against the real-time calibrator, though in our very
simple treatment this is not obvious. In addition, a couple of
destriping methods have been proposed and tested (Maino et al.
2002; Keihänen et al. 2004; Kurki-Suonio et al. 2009), which
may be applied to the FAST data. The destriping methods re-
quire the knowledge of the noise correlations. The noise power
spectrum measurements presented in this work, as well as the
best-fitting noise model, provide good approximation of the noise
correlations feature for the further destriping analysis of FAST H I

IM. These techniques may be tried in the future to improve the
result.
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